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Opportunity Zones Can Boost Business Where it's Needed.
A year ago, Republicans and Democrats finally agreed on something: the Opportunity Zones
program. Speaker of the House Paul Ryan, a Wisconsin Republican, called it “the critical component
of our poverty-fighting agenda,” while Cory Booker, a New Jersey Democrat, proclaimed that “this
could end up being the greatest economic development initiative in a generation in our country.”

OZ investors receive significant tax advantages. If you sell an investment and put what you’ve made
in a qualified Opportunity Fund that finances businesses or real estate projects located in an OZ,
then you can defer your capital gains tax until the end of 2026. You also pay no capital gains tax on
new earnings you make through the Opportunity Fund if you stay invested for ten years.

The Economic Innovation Group calculates that $6.1 trillion in unrealized capital gains will be
eligible to benefit from this program. But OZs require more than money; they need local leadership
and smart strategies. As EIG recently noted, “State and local leaders are responsible for devising the
strategies that will take these few new lines of the tax code and turn them into something that
unlocks opportunity for local residents and entrepreneurs. Capital alone is not a strategy.”

Other regions are already ahead of southeast Louisiana. Erie, Pennsylvania’ mayor worked with 35
local groups to prioritize projects and created a concierge service to ensure they happen;
Birmingham’s mayor secured twice as many OZs as any other city in Alabama and launched an
online mapping tool to showcase them; and the mayors of Louisville, Oklahoma City, and South Bend
have all unveiled OZ investment prospectuses in the last month.

But we can catch up quickly because our OZ map is, in a word, opportune. Gov. John Bel Edwards
designated 150 Louisiana OZs, with 47 in 2 parishes: East Baton Rouge and Orleans. The entirety of
downtown Baton Rouge, all of the New Orleans BioDistrict and Central Business District, and
properties surrounding both Baton Rouge Metropolitan Airport and Louis Armstrong New Orleans
International Airport all qualify. So do areas near Southern University, the Louisiana Tech Park at
the Bon Carré Business Center, the Algiers Naval Support Activity and the NASA Michoud Facility.

There are also resources to help Louisiana investors become first movers and market makers, such
as LED’s map of Louisiana zones, GNO.zone, which GNO, Inc. created to highlight OZ projects, and
OZ Guide, a platform for best practices and breaking news.

Now is the time to take what we have learned about economic growth and resilience across
southeast Louisiana — 13 years after Katrina, a decade after Gustav and the Great Recession, eight
years after the BP oil spill, and two years after the Baton Rouge floods — and design a
comprehensive OZ strategy to spur innovation. Based on that plan, public officials and civic leaders
should court OZ funds that catalyze high-growth industries, while developing strategic public-private
and philanthropic-private partnerships that create additional incentives for priority projects.

OZs unlock new sources of capital, so we should look for transformation, not simply one-off
transactions, when studying the map.
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Investments in and around Michoud provide a precedent. Recently, GE located its world-class
Technology Center for the Americas there, announcing a major expansion that created 100 new jobs.
As center director James Martin explained, “We can handle some of the largest structures on the
planet, we’ve got access to a deep water port, and we have relationships with local universities. New
Orleans is going through a technology renaissance moment, and it’s attracting a lot of talent.” OZs
can bring additional investment to industries and areas where companies like GE have already seen
so much promise.

Not only will Baton Rouge and New Orleans benefit, but we should also expect greater investment in
the 80 miles between them. The 23 parishes that comprise the southeast Louisiana Super Region
(population 2.6 million) contain 87 OZs. By comparison, the 12 counties in the Charlotte region
(population 2.5 million) have 46 OZs spanning North Carolina and South Carolina, the 13 counties in
the Dallas/Fort Worth region (population 7.4 million) have 50 OZs, and the 30 counties of the Atlanta
metropolitan area (population 5.9 million) have 65 OZs.

To reiterate, our region is in a very fortunate position right now.

Funds flowing to OZs could easily exceed previous programs, such as New Markets Tax Credits,
Low-Income Housing Tax Credits, or Enterprise Zones. Because of how it is structured — with no
caps, no need for annual Congressional approval, and almost no reporting requirements — this
program could lead to more investment than all of those programs combined.

Every OZ fund can invest in zones anywhere across America. If we don’t distinguish ourselves, other
regions will, and investment will go elsewhere. But if we plan for innovation at the outset, while
taking a holistic, region-wide approach, we are well positioned to lead the nation in the next decade
of economic development through OZs.

Louisiana, opportunity knocks.
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